Item No. 19
STAFF SUMMARY FOR JUNE 20-21, 2018

19.

MARINE PETITIONS FOR REGULATON CHANGE

Today’s Item

Information ☐

Action ☒

This is a standing agenda item for FGC to act on regulation petitions from the public that are
marine in nature. For this meeting:
(A) Action on the petition for regulation change received at the Apr 2018 meeting
(B) Pending regulation petitions referred to FGC staff and DFW for review (None
scheduled)
Summary of Previous/Future Actions
(A)


(B)

Receipt of new petitions
Today’s action on petition

Apr 18-19, 2018; Ventura
Jun 20-21, 2018; Sacramento

N/A

Background
As of Oct 1, 2015, any request for FGC to adopt, amend, or repeal a regulation must be
submitted on form FGC 1, “Petition to the California Fish and Game Commission for Regulation
Change” (Section 662, Title 14). Petitions received at an FGC meeting are scheduled for
consideration at the next business meeting, unless the petition is rejected under 10-day staff
review as prescribed in subsection 662(b).
A petition scheduled for consideration today under (A) was received at the Apr 2018 meeting; it
was submitted by the comment deadline and published in the meeting binder.
(A) Petition for regulation change. Exhibit A1 summarizes the one non-marine
regulation petition from Apr 2018 scheduled for action today and provides a staff
recommendation:
I. Petition #2018-004: Consider authorizing an experimental, small-scale,
commercial squid fishery and harvest quota north of Point Arena for a five-year
period (Exhibit A2).
(B) Pending regulation petitions. This item is an opportunity for staff to provide a
recommendation on marine petitions previously referred by FGC to staff or DFW for
review.
No pending marine petitions are scheduled for action at this meeting.
Significant Public Comments


Eight comments expressed support for forwarding Petition #2018-004 to DFW for
further review and evaluation. Comments come from a range of north coast fishing
industry representatives (Noyo Harbor District, commercial fishing association, marine
supply company, north coast fish processor, and three commercial north coast
fishermen) and one fisheries socioeconomics researcher/professor (Humboldt State
University). Points raised include:
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- Consider the proposal’s merits including biological, socioeconomic, and fishery
management benefits/impacts; proposal has potential for “modest but impactful”
socioeconomic benefits and diversification for small-scale fishermen (Exhibit A3).
- An emphasis on the need for entry-level fisheries and open access opportunities
for small boat operators (see example in Exhibit A4).
- Use the experimental fishery to examine if squid fishing on the north coast is
environmentally sustainable and economically feasible as some research has
shown that north coast fishing ports are vulnerable due to over-reliance on a few
fisheries (i.e., Dungeness crab) and need diversification (Exhibit A5).
Recommendation
(A) Adopt the staff recommendation to (1) deny, (2) grant, or (3) refer the petition to
committee, staff or DFW for further evaluation or information-gathering. See Exhibit
A1 for staff recommendation.
(B) N/A
Exhibits
A1. FGC table of non-marine petitions for regulation change received through Apr 19,
2018, for action in Jun 2018
A2. Petition #2018-004: Consider authorizing an experimental, small-scale, commercial
squid fishery and harvest quota north of Point Arena for a five-year period.
A3. Email from Noah Oppenheim, Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermens Associations,
received Jun 4, 2018
A4. Email from George Bradshaw, north coast commercial fisherman, received Jun 2,
2018
A5. Email from Laurie Richmond, researcher/professor at Humboldt State University,
received May 11, 2018

Motion/Direction
(A)

Moved by _______________ and seconded by _______________ that the Commission
adopts the staff recommendation for action on petition for regulation change #2018-004.
OR
Moved by __________ and seconded by __________ that the Commission adopts the
following action for petition for regulation change #2018-004: ____________.

Author: Susan Ashcraft
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Grant: FGC is willing to consider the petition through a process

Tracking

Date

No.

Received

2018-004

4/9/2018

Deny: FGC is not willing to consider the petition

Accept
or

Name of Petitioner

Reject
A

Ken Bates and Linda
Hildebrand

Subject of

Code or Title 14

Request

Section Number

Market squid

T14

Refer: FGC needs more information before deciding whether to grant or deny the petition

Short Description

FGC Decision

Authorize a small-scale commercial squid Receipt: 4/18-19/2018
fishery north of Pt. Arena, on an
Action scheduled: 6/20-21/2018
experimental basis for a period of five
years (including a harvest quota separate
from the limited entry quota and research
component).

Staff Recommendation
Deny; this proposal would potentially require significant change to the
market squid restricted access program. FGC is committed to exploring
potential actions to support fishing communities; specific proposals or
experiments will need to be considered within the context of the
outcomes from that effort, which is currently underway.

State of California – Fish and Game Commission

PETITION TO THE CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME COMMISSION FOR REGULATION CHANGE
FGC 1 (NEW 10/23/14) Page 1 of 3

Tracking Number: (2018-004)
To request a change to regulations under the authority of the California Fish and Game Commission
(Commission), you are required to submit this completed form to: California Fish and Game
Commission, 1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1320, Sacramento, CA 95814 or via email to FGC@fgc.ca.gov.
Note: This form is not intended for listing petitions for threatened or endangered species (see
Section 670.1 of Title 14).
Incomplete forms will not be accepted. A petition is incomplete if it is not submitted on this form or
fails to contain necessary information in each of the required categories listed on this form (Section I).
A petition will be rejected if it does not pertain to issues under the Commission’s authority. A petition
may be denied if any petition requesting a functionally equivalent regulation change was considered
within the previous 12 months and no information or data is being submitted beyond what was
previously submitted. If you need help with this form, please contact Commission staff at (916) 6534899 or FGC@fgc.ca.gov.
SECTION I: Required Information.
Please be succinct. Responses for Section I should not exceed five pages
1.

Person or organization requesting the change (Required)
Name of primary contact person: Ken Bates
Address:
Telephone number:
Email address:

2.

Rulemaking Authority (Required) - Reference to the statutory or constitutional authority of
the Commission to take the action requested: Authority cited: sections 7078, 7701, 7708,
8026, 8425, 8429.5 and Fish and Game code.

3.

Overview (Required) - Summarize the proposed changes to regulations: See attached proposal

4.

Rationale (Required) - Describe the problem and the reason for the proposed change: This
entry level trial fisheries’ proposal is designed to directly benefit northern small boat fishermen and the
Coastal Fishing Communities that rely on fishing for economic survival. It would do so without creating
a financial barrier to young fishermen by the establishment of non-transferable, non-salable state
owned fishing permits. This proposal is not a reflection of the existing squid FMP which is based on a
high volume fishery executed by large corporate owned vessels, but instead is designed to target low
volume, high value specialty markets for carefully handled California market squid caught by artisanal
level fishing. This proposal includes a research component, entry and research fees and provisions for
in-season and “end of term” review and an evaluation of the success or failure of this trial fishery. And
finally, this is proposed as a five year trial fishery, bringing with it a separate quota, exclusive of the
existing market squid harvest quota of 118,000 tons and making no changes to the Market Squid
Management Plan as it now exists. The geographic area of operation is from Point Arena (39 degrees
north) to the California Oregon Border.

SECTION II: Optional Information
5.

Date of Petition: 04-08-2018

State of California – Fish and Game Commission

PETITION TO THE CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME COMMISSION FOR REGULATION CHANGE
FGC 1 (NEW 10/23/14) Page 2 of 3

6.

Category of Proposed Change
☐ Sport Fishing
☒ Commercial Fishing
☐ Hunting
☐ Other, please specify: Click here to enter text.

7.

The proposal is to: (To determine section number(s), see current year regulation booklet or
https://govt.westlaw.com/calregs)
☐ Amend Title 14 Section(s):
☐ Add New Title 14 Section(s):
☐ Repeal Title 14 Section(s):

8.

If the proposal is related to a previously submitted petition that was rejected, specify
the tracking number of the previously submitted petition
Or ☐ Not applicable.

9.

Effective date: If applicable, identify the desired effective date of the regulation.
If the proposed change requires immediate implementation, explain the nature of the
emergency:

10.

Supporting documentation: Identify and attach to the petition any information supporting the
proposal including data, reports and other documents: See attached report

11.

Economic or Fiscal Impacts: Identify any known impacts of the proposed regulation change
on revenues to the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, individuals, businesses, jobs,
other state agencies, local agencies, schools, or housing:

12.

Forms: If applicable, list any forms to be created, amended or repealed:

SECTION 3: FGC Staff Only
Date received: April 8, 2018 (Form FGC 1); proposal received January 2018
FGC staff action:
☒ Accept - complete
☐ Reject - incomplete
☐ Reject - outside scope of FGC authority
Tracking Number

Date petitioner was notified of receipt of petition and pending action: _May

2018______________

Meeting date for FGC consideration: _June 20-21, 2018_________________________
FGC action:
☐ Denied by FGC

State of California – Fish and Game Commission

PETITION TO THE CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME COMMISSION FOR REGULATION CHANGE
FGC 1 (NEW 10/23/14) Page 3 of 3

☐ Denied - same as petition _____________________
Tracking Number

☐ Granted for consideration of regulation change

Proposal for a Small-Scale Trial
Squid Fishery North of Point Arena, California
Offered as an amendment/addition to the California Fishery Management Plan

Submitted to
The California Fish and Game Commission
And
The California Department of Fish and Wildlife

January 2018
K. Bates, L. Hildebrand
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A Proposal for a Trial Artisanal Squid Fishery, North of Point Arena
Offered as an amendment to the California Squid Fisheries Management Plan

Section 1. Introduction
A. Summary
This entry level trial fisheries’ proposal is designed to directly benefit northern small boat
fishermen and the Coastal Fishing Communities that rely on fishing for economic survival. It would do
so without creating a financial barrier to young fishermen by the establishment of non-transferable,
non-salable state owned fishing permits. This proposal is not a reflection of the existing squid FMP
which is based on a high volume fishery executed by large corporate owned vessels, but instead is
designed to target low volume, high value specialty markets for carefully handled California market
squid caught by artisanal level fishing. This proposal includes a research component, entry and research
fees and provisions for in-season and “end of term” review and an evaluation of the success or failure of
this trial fishery. And finally, this is proposed as a five year trial fishery, bringing with it a separate quota,
exclusive of the existing market squid harvest quota of 118,000 tons and making no changes to the
Market Squid Management Plan as it now exists. The geographic area of operation is from Point Arena
(39 degrees north) to the California Oregon Border.

B. Goals
The California Fish and Game Commission is concerned about the health and viability of our
coastal fishing communities. The Commissioners and Commission Staff have begun a statewide inquiry
into the “challenges facing fishing communities” and “what actions can the Commission realistically take
to address these concerns”. This proposal is a proactive response to assist the California Fish and Game
Commissioners in their goal to “contribute to more resilient fishing communities in California”.

C. Challenges/ Background
The lack of fishing opportunity has over time led to a disastrous decline in port fishing
infrastructure and shore side jobs associated with commercial fishing with Northern California ports
leading the way downward. Forty years ago the ports of Fort Bragg (Noyo), Eureka and Crescent City
where once vibrant , healthy communities supporting fuel docks, cold storage, gear and marine
manufacturing and other associated businesses. Eureka was the second largest fishing port on the west
coast. Thirty years ago, The Pacific Fisheries Management Council, at a hearing in Eureka, announced the
closing of the Klamath Management Zone (KMZ) to all commercial salmon fishing. The council staff said
that after a three year rebuilding program for salmon stocks on the Klamath River, fishermen would
return to fishing along the North Coast at traditional levels. Today in 2017, the KMZ remains closed and
salmon fishing decimated.
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“Fall back” fisheries such as longline Black Cod, “hook and line” Rockfish, and late summer
Albacore, all became unavailable to Northern fishermen for various reasons --- Limited Entry, excessive
“buy-in” expense for saleable permits, ocean area closures, federal fisheries rebuilding plans, various
“open access’’ restrictions and oceanic conditions.
Older fishermen in their 50’s and 60’s have been able to persevere through this economic and
cultural disaster in part because these fishermen did not have excessive debt burden created by the
unintended consequences of California’s Limited Entry saleable fishing permit system. Young fishermen
face nearly insurmountable financial hurdles for entry into fishing. A twenty-two year old does not have
the savings, earning potential nor creditability at the bank to fund the purchase of a seaworthy boat,
gear and a string of Limited Entry permits.
This trial fishery proposal would allow for entry at a very small artisanal scale via state
owned, non-transferable permits as an experiment to avoid the financially based
discrimination now present in California fisheries. Furthermore, promoting any new
fishing activities, even at such a small scale, will have immediate positive economic effects
on North Coast communities.

D. Historical Landings North of Point Arena
1. Historical Background -- While market squid have been found north of Point Arena possibly
for millennia, directed fishing for this squid has been very limited by inadequate markets. Additionally,
until the Squid Limited Entry FMP became law, small amounts of market squid taken in trawl and shrimp
trawl gear was occasionally landed in northern ports, but low prices and onboard handling difficulties
limited these incidental landings and so, much of this squid was discarded. The Squid FMP made it illegal
to possess any squid on board a vessel not operating with a Limited Entry Permit, and as a result all of
this squid is now discarded.
2. Local Directed Fishing –In the mid 1970’s, local fisherman Tom Evano (now deceased), fishing
the F/V Miss Lisa out of Crescent City, successfully caught market squid using lights, brails and a lampara
net, in the area from Redding Rock to St. George Reef. Captain Evano delivered this product to Castle
Rock Seafoods, Inc. of which he was a partial owner. Again, low market demand ultimately stopped
continued squid fishing on the north coast. (Ken Butler, Crescent City 2017, pers. comm. November))
(Alan Mello 2017, pers. comm., November)
In the summer of 1983, one local Eureka boat armed with a generator, lights and brails, made
five trips between Humboldt Bay and Big Lagoon (north of Trinidad) looking for squid. Squid schools
were observed during the daytime twice in two different locations south of Trinidad and squid was
observed on four nights. While squid showed in the lights on two nighttime occasions at Big Lagoon,
offshore wind made ocean conditions difficult. Small amounts of squid were taken on two occasions,
but there was no interest from local Eureka fish buyers and the fishing effort terminated (Ken Bates,
Eureka 2017, pers. comm. November)
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In the late 1980’s Captain Matt May, under charter of the National Marine Fisheries Service,
conducted squid survey work in Northern California and the states of Oregon and Washington. Captain
May interviewed Laurie Lazio, president of Tom Lazio Fish Company. Mr. Lazio referred Captain May to
the local fishermen who fished for squid as mentioned above. Captain May’s time in Northern California
was brief and his survey results unknown.
For a number of years, squid landings were also attributed to Fort Bragg (Noyo). The squid
landed in Noyo during 2005, 2006, and 2007 were Humboldt Squid taken by jigging, but may have been
mistakenly entered as “squid” on fish tickets. This Humboldt Squid was frozen and sold for crab bait
locally.
During the months of June, July and August 2014, Northern California fishermen reported
observing numerous schools of market squid from Eel River Canyon (south of Humboldt Bay) to Redding
Rock (south of Klamath River). On September 10, 2014, the first of six Limited Entry seiners arrived in
Eureka to target local squid. By day ten, four boats fishing for Southern California Seafoods were joined
by two large Canadian seiners working for Del Mar Seafoods. The six-boat fleet was comprised of three
Alaskan seiners and crews and three Monterey based seiners with Californian skippers and crews. This
is noteworthy because within a handful of fishing days, two of the Monterey seiners abandoned this
area to return to Monterey citing uncomfortable ocean conditions and concerns about the harbor
entrance bar as reasons for their departure. These were sixty plus ton seiners with seasoned crews.
The other Monterey vessel and the Alaskans stuck it out in Eureka for a total of nineteen fishing days.
The second northern fishing event took place in 2015 off of Fort Bragg Harbor (Noyo) in the
month of September. Again, local fishermen observed schooled squid in near shore waters for over two
months. Two local fishermen attempted to interest southern fishermen with brail/light boat permits
into traveling north to fish in front of Fort Bragg, but to no avail. The California Wetfish Producers
Association had effectively lobbied the California Fish and Game Commission to remove the two-ton
open access landing provision from the Squid FMP, which resulted in a termination of opportunity for
Fort Bragg commercial fishermen to take squid locally. Meanwhile squid were being caught daily by
sport fishermen who were surface scooping daytime squid with salmon landing nets with 3’’ stretch
measure mesh. Eventually a single Limited Entry purse seine vessel made two deliveries into Noyo
Harbor in September and departed, leaving the local squid resource virtually intact.
In late February and March of 2017, market squid were present in significant numbers in twelve
to fifteen fathoms south of Mad River in Humboldt County. Local Dungeness crab fishermen took
advantage of these daytime surface schools of market squid, catching squid (probably illegally) for fresh
crab bait. Local fishermen chose to not publicize the squid resource for fear of negative interaction
between the Southern Squid FMP purse seiners and the local fixed Dungeness crab gear already set in
the area of the market squid schools.
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E. Changing Trends in Squid Marketability
Markets for all California fish products have changed radically in the past fifty years. Market
squid demand has changed with this trend. “Bulk” squid deliveries in 1966 to San Pedro fish companies
earned fishermen $18.00 per ton (K. Butler, M.McCorkle, California 2017, pers. comm.) This same squid,
delivered in bulk now commands $1200.00 per ton. Small deliveries of squid, mackerel, anchovy and
sardine are subject to ex-vessel prices which are double the rate of industrial bulk deliveries. While the
increase in the public demand for these fish is remarkable, these specialty markets are limited in volume
and subsequently require a more labor intensive approach. Quick distribution via established fresh fish
wholesale and retail routes is a key to accessing these markets; Northern California fish buyers excel in
these markets.
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Section 2. Proposal

Trial Squid Fishery North of Point Arena
This trial fishery proposal is submitted for your inspection as an addendum to the existing
California Market Squid Fishery Management Plan, but does not modify, influence or affect the existing
Limited Entry Squid FMP as it presently stands.

A. Geographic Area
This trial fishery proposal would take place from Point Arena (39 degrees north) to the
California/Oregon border which is nearly a quarter of the state’s coastline. For fishermen, this stretch of
coast typically presents challenging weather with strong summer winds, thick fog and constant exposure
to heavy northwest swell. Weather is the limiting factor for commercial fishing off of Northern
California. Because of this fact, almost all historical squid fishing has been conducted far to the south in
Monterey and Southern California. That being said, squid are present yearly and in varying amounts
from Point Arena north, clear to South East Alaska. Enough so that the Alaska Board of Fisheries is
evaluating Proposal 93, for the establishment of a commercial squid fishery in Southeast Alaska. The
Alaska proposal makes the case for “untouched economic opportunity” for Coastal Southeast Alaska.

B. Harvest Rates -- Discussion
Permitted Limited Entry Fishery – the present Squid FMP harvest quota for the Limited Entry
fleet stands at 118,000 tons. At times, before the implementation of the FMP, the squid fleet has
historically harvested market squid above the present quota. This quota was established by the
department and the existing squid fleet to reflect a precautionary approach to the harvest of the squid
resource from San Francisco south to the Mexican border. Concurrent with this harvest quota is a
fishery biomass survey conducted jointly with industry and the department. The survey work, has to
date, only addressed the squid biomass south of San Francisco and is utilized to justify the present
harvest of market squid by the Limited Entry fleet.
It is difficult to conceptualize the rate of harvest of squid from San Francisco south, but by way
of the following example some clarity may be added. According to Google, the California Coastline is 840
miles long extending from Oregon to the Mexican Border. If we give the Limited Entry fleet credit for a
few minor landings between San Francisco and Point Arena in the last few years, their traditional fishing
efforts take place over 650 miles of coast. By way of example, dividing the FMP quota of 118,000 tons
by 650 miles of coast equals a harvest rate of 181 tons per mile of coast south of Point Arena. (In
actuality the harvest rate is in all probability much higher because of the limited areas they actually
fish!)
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Using the rate of 181 tons per mile, the rate of harvest for the coastline north of Point Arena to
the Oregon border looks like this:
190 miles of coast x 181 tons = 34,390 tons of potential harvest based on the current
squid FMP survey work for central and southern California per mile
The market squid resource extends from northern Baja California up the west coast to Southeast
Alaska. Except for a small squid sport fishery in Puget Sound, Washington, there is almost no significant
harvest effort for Market Squid in this extensive geographic area.
The petitioners for this trial fishery are not interested in harvest rate parity
with the southern Squid FMP, but instead offer the following options for a trial
fishery north of Point Arena exclusive of the existing squid FMP harvest quota for
the central and southern Limited Entry fishery.

C. Proposed Harvest Rates
Option 1
2100 tons with 700 tons each assigned to Fort Bragg, Eureka, and Crescent City. Fishing
conducted in Point Arena and Albion would count on the Fort Bragg quota. Shelter Cove and Trinidad*
landings would count towards Eureka’s quota. Harvest rate per mile of coast = 11 tons (this number
represents 6% of the 181 tons/mile FMP rate).
Option 2
1200 tons -- Distribution by port at the rate of 400 tons per area. Harvest rate per mile of coast
= 6.3 tons (this represents 3.4% of 181 tons/mile FMP rate)
Option 3
900 tons – Distribution per port optional. Harvest rate per mile of coast = 4.7 ton. (This number
represents 2.5% of the 181 tons/mile FMP rate)
All three options are scaled to allow enough harvest opportunity to make it economically viable to invest
in packing materials, market research and development and plant set-up for small scale processing in
northern ports.
*While Trinidad is less than a 1 ½ miles away from traditional squid spawning areas, processing would
take place in Eureka, CA.
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D. Processing Capacity Discussion
The argument has been made that northern ports have no processing capacity for handling
processing and distribution of squid and so should be denied any fishery opportunity. Three fish
buyer/processors polled in Fort Bragg reported freezing capacity for high value/low volume squid at 2030 tons per 24 hours. Eureka and Crescent City have a 10-15 ton per day rate each. Fort Bragg buyers
expressed high interest in specialty markets for fresh iced squid and one Fort Bragg buyer successfully
held market squid “live” for nearly two weeks in his shore side facility. Northern buyer/processors are
not interested in duplication of the southern Limited Entry fishery model and its inherent problems of
waste and spoilage during periods of uncontrolled high volume fishing.

E. Trip Limits – 5 Tons
The intent of the petitioners is to foster the development of an artisanal level squid fishery
based on the use of local small boats, minimal gear investment and of course all of this is totally
dependent on weather conditions and availability of a harvestable resource within acceptable fishing
distances from northern ports.
We are proposing a trip limit of five tons per 24 hour period similar to the Federal Coastal
Pelagic Species FMP trip limit. In reality, processors purchasing squid from individual fishermen will
ultimately regulate landings in their respective ports.
While limiting the Northern California trial fishery participants to 5 tons may seem like a
hardship, these small landings will most likely be priced higher than current ex-vessel values paid for
bulk deliveries from the Limited Entry fleet. Secondly, the small daily landing limit, ( if caught ) will not
overload the capacity of existing shore side facilities in Fort Bragg, Eureka, Trinidad or Crescent City,
while offering a significant degree of employment locally. It is interesting to note that Commission and
Department staff considered a daily landing limit of less than 500 pounds for experimental fishing in
Northern California in past discussions. A veteran purse seine squid fisherman responded by explaining
that a vessel and crew might spent 12-18 nights at sea looking for catchable quantities of squid in
locations that would allow for safe fishing. To invest so much time and effort to find fish only to be
allowed 500 pounds would be so restrictive as to be unfeasible.
Again, in an attempt to put landing limits into perspective, the online news source, Fishery
Nation, reported on squid landings in the southern port of Ventura. On November 7, 2017, the manager
of commercial fisheries for the Port of Ventura, Mr. Frank Locklear, reported that 300-400 tons of squid
was delivered to Ventura Harbor that day. He also mentioned that the harbor prefers to receive 500600 tons per day. Northern California fish buyers would be ecstatic if they could buy 400 tons of squid
in a year!
Another intended consequence of limiting landings to 5 tons is the removal of any
thoughts/incentives to increase vessel capacity for squid fishing. This restrictive landing limit presents
zero opportunity for a northern fisherman to build an 80 ton capacity seiner around their original 15 ton
boat, nor will anyone illegally and fraudulently import a high capacity Canadian seiner as a method for
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breaching the vessel harvest capacity requirements set forth in the existing squid FMP for Southern
fishermen. (See Tri-Marine letter to Fish and Game Commission)

F. Methods of Take
1. Lights
California Market Squid are typically caught with various net arrangements while being held in
concentrated schools via the use of electrical illumination during nighttime fishing operations. While
squid can be attracted and held with very little light, the current squid FMP allows for up to 30,000
watts of directed nighttime lighting per vessel. Squid vessel lights can typically be seen for many miles
and the amount and intensity of existing squid vessel lighting has led to shore side complaints as well as
concerns for seabird interaction and disorientation. Because of these facts, proponents of this trial
fishery proposal offer the following reduced wattage for north coast fishing:
Option 1
Airborne lighting for squid, limited to a total of 2000 watts with an additional submerged light
component of 500 watts for a total wattage of 2500 or 12% of the allowable wattage for the Southern
Squid FMP
Option 2
Airborne lighting for squid limited to a total of 5000 watts with an additional submerged light
component of 500 watts for a total wattage of 5500 watts or 18% of allowable wattage for Southern
Squid FMP
Additionally, the proponents of this proposal would ask the Commission for the establishment of a one
half nautical mile “exclusionary zone” for nighttime light boat fishing around the following seabird
rookeries:
Castle Rock, Sisters Rocks, Redding Rock, Green Rock, Flat Iron Rock, Pilot Rock, False Cape
Rock, Sugarloaf Rock, Rockport Rock
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2. Fishing Gear
Option 1
Hand brail, power assisted brail, and jig
Option 2
Hand brail, power assisted brail, jig and lampara net as follows: as per Fish and Game code section 8780
– “lampara* bait net constructed of twine not exceeding standard #9 thread twine, nets cannot have
rings along the leadline, nor any method of pursing the bottom of the net.” Additionally, wing corkline
length not to exceed 55 stretch fathoms per wing and fishing depth not to exceed 10 fathoms. Two
artisanal permitted vessels may work co-operatively together while employing lights and lampara gear.
Artisanal permittees working cooperatively using lights and lampara gear may each individually harvest
squid from the same net during joint fishing efforts.

Option 3
Hand brail, power assisted brail, jig and all legal round haul nets including lampara, half ring,
purse seine, drum seine except that corkline length not to exceed 125 fathoms and fishing depth not to
exceed 10 fathoms. Two artisanal permitted vessels may work co-operatively together while employing
lights and round haul nets. Artisanal permittees working cooperatively using lights and roundhaul gear
may each individually harvest squid from the same net during joint fishing efforts.

Discussion – Environmental Impacts of Squid Fishing Gear
The goal with all of the above options is to give fishermen a variety of tools to catch squid north
of Point Arena while limiting fishing power to a reasonable level given a 5 ton landing limit per vessel.
That being said, there are some very important environmental concerns that the proponents of this
proposal feel are in need of explanation.
This proposal greatly limits the amount of attractant light to 12% or less of the 30,000 watts
permitted in the Limited Entry Squid FMP. Proponents believe that this provision will significantly
reduce seabird disorientation, shore side complaints and reduce interaction with marine mammals (sea
lions) which are quickly trained to congregate from great distances around light boats.
Hand and Power Brail
The most benign method of catching market squid when aggregated alongside a fishing vessel is
by hand and power brail. Fishermen can literally exclude any and all non-target species as the brail is
moved through surfacing squid. Not only is there no incidental catch of any non-target species, hand
and power brail preclude the unintended interaction common with other types of fishing gear which can
potentially harvest above the desired amount or the capacity of the fishing vessel.
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Lampara Nets
Lampara nets are the oldest small scale roundhaul nets used in California. Fish and Game Code Section
8780 describes small scale lampara net gear as designed and constructed for catching small amounts of
various bait fish in California. These nets are the least powerful and the least efficient of all roundhaul
nets employed statewide and have historically been fished by small vessels. Lampara nets as described
in Fish and Game Code Section 8780 typically have very lightweight leadline always without rings or
purse lines. Because of their light construction and shallow fishing depths, Lampara nets do not scrape
tons of deposited squid eggs from seabed spawning areas.
Using a Lampara net, fishermen dry up the net in by hand, concentrating smaller amounts of fish
into the net's fine mesh center bag (or sack). Excess catch can be released alive by sinking a portion of
the sack corkline alongside of the vessel, allowing part or all of the catch to swim free without handling.
Additionally, the proponents have added a fishing depth restriction of less than 10 fathoms for
all artisanal roundhaul gear to prevent any contact with the sea bottom during fishing operations north
of Point Arena.
No Mechanical Fish Pumps
This proposal prohibits the use of mechanically driven fish transfer pumps typically used to
remove catch from roundhaul nets into vessels or “boat to boat” transfer of catch. For maximum fish
pump efficiency the catch needs to be very concentrated in the net alongside the vessel. Concentrating
the catch alongside leads to plummeting oxygen levels within the net and stress or mortality to the
amount of catch inside the net held in excess of the vessel’s capacity or limit. Because this trial fishery is
scaled down to an artisanal level, the proponents feel that not employing mechanical pumps will help
retain the low volume , low impact results envisioned for this experiment. Having to employ slower
traditional methods of fish transfer will not impose any hardship on participants.

G. Season
April 1 to March 31 or harvest of quota if possible

H. Landing Requirement
All squid caught in the northern zone (Point Arena to Oregon Border) must be landed in the
zone.
Other Requirements
1. Artisanal permittee (fisherman) must be on board the vessel during all fishing operations
seaward of the boundary line for inland waters.
2. Two or more permittees may not operate or take squid from the same vessel
3. No permit stacking
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4. Southern Squid FMP Limited Entry participants and northern “artisanal” permittees may not
work co-operatively together to locate, aggregate or take market squid north of Point
Arena.
5. Transfer of squid from net to vessel by hand brail or power assist brail only.
6. No use of mechanical pumps for take or transfer of squid from net to vessel.
7. No vessel to vessel transfer of squid.

I. Opportunity, Eligibility and Permit Conditions Discussion
California’s Coastal Fishing Communities have been deeply affected by the unintended
consequences of our various limited entry policies. While established fishermen have reaped the
benefits of protection from unconstrained competition for access to California’s marine resources, our
fisheries’ policies have inadvertently created massive financial barriers to entry for young fishermen
now required to try to purchase fishing opportunity (permits) on an open market while also trying to pay
for boats, gear and family expenses. “Light Boat” brail permits, the lowest form of entry into the existing
Squid FMP, are today for sale for $369,000. Sale price on a Squid Limited Entry purse seine permit tops
1.25 million dollars. The petitioners believe that it was never the intent of the state, (nor the public we
fish for), to award a cash bonus derived from the sale of the “state granted opportunity” to harvest the
public’s marine resources.
We offer for your consideration a slightly different perspective on fishing opportunity at
an artisanal level, with no motivation for capacity expansion per vessel unit, but instead
confined by state limits on landings, gear and harvest quota.

J. Permits
Perceived Value: Abundance versus Scarcity
Humans consciously and unconsciously assign value to everything around us. Value is a function
of scarcity or plenty. The last existing bottle of vintage wine, one dose of a miracle drug or even the last
peanut butter and jelly sandwich have a far higher perceived value than if millions of the same items
exist. The same assigned value is applied by humans to the availability of fishing opportunity in the form
of permits.

K. Permit Requirements
The petitioners would make the case for the creation of low value squid fishing opportunity as follows:
1. All permits are state owned
2. Permits are non-transferable, non-saleable, non-inheritable
3. A permit can only be held by a live human being, one permit per person
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4. Permits cannot be held by a sole proprietorship, partnership, corporation or non-profit entity
5. Holders of Limited Entry Market Squid FMP permits are not eligible to hold a permit for artisanal
squid fishing north of Point Arena
6. Permits can be renewed annually
7. Unrenewed permits revert back to the state for re-issue

L. Number of permits
Option 1
Open Access. No limit on the number of permits the state can issue.
This option would create the lowest perceived value of squid fishing opportunity by creating a
theoretically unlimited supply of permits. At present, anchovy take permits are offered in this
way. Here are 4 good reasons for open access.
1. Squid fishing, even in Southern California is difficult. It is a nighttime fishery dependent on
good weather. Squid don’t float every night. Many fishermen may try this and then quit, so
turnover may be frequent until such time as a handful of Northern fishermen figure it out.
For this to be a viable fishery for buyers and processors, enough permits need to be
available to new entrants in order to offset turnover in this trial fishery. The challenges of
the fishery will sort out those individuals with the temperament and skills to succeed.
2. Open access permitting will stop any attempt to speculate as to the possible future value of
a permit in one’s possession
3. Open access permitting will allow easy entry if positive environmental and economic
conditions develop during the year with opportunity constrained by quota and marketing
conditions rather than by permit unavailability.
4. The Department will directly benefit financially from the collection of permit fees.
Limited Access Discussion
These options present the greatest challenges.
1. How does one qualify for entry?
a. By residence? (Probably unconstitutional)
b. By fishing history, i.e. number of years holding a commercial fishing license? (Discriminates
against younger fishermen)
c. By investment in appropriate fishing gear? (difficult to verify)
d. By lottery or selection committee?
2. What is the right number of permits?
This is a trial fishery proposal. At this time actual year to year fishing effort is a complete
unknown. It is possible that only a few fishermen may apply for the initial award of permits.
In conversations with younger fishermen, they repeatedly expressed the desire to be able to
purchase a squid permit when some squid actually showed up in an area within easy range
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and during decent weather. This alone makes it difficult to award Limited Entry permits at
the beginning of the calendar season with no hope for later permit issuance if fishing
develops; remembering that also having a market is a necessity before fishing.
Limited Access Options
Option 2
Artisanal Limited Entry, State Administered, Community-based distribution
1. Residency Requirements
a. Based on physical domestic address
b. Based on vessel moorage records
2. Limited Permits
a. 21 (7 per port)
b. 33 (11 per port)
c. 45 (15 per port with 5 held for issuance after August 1st.)
d. 60 (20 per port with 9 held for issuance after August 1st)
3. Award of Permits
a. First come, first serve
b. Lottery for applicants
Option 3
1. Artisanal Limited Entry – Community Administered and community based distribution with
same requirement as listed in Option 2. Permits per port area awarded and managed by a
community-based organization (i.e. Community Fisheries Trust, Local fishermen’s
Association).
2. Discussion of Option 2 and 3 --- Limited Entry…..These two options, in the opinion of the
petitioners , present the greatest difficulties for both Fish and Wildlife staff and North Coast
local communities contemplating the concept of “trial squid fishing” over a five year
proposed period. For the department staff and the fishing communities required to make
significant legal and organizational investments in this proposed trial fishery seems
uneconomical at this specific date considering a five year trial term.

M. Fees
Assuming an open access trial fishery or at least a high number of limited entry permits, we
offer the following fee options for permit fees based on an April 1 to March 31 season with no option to
pro-rate fees for “late” entrants, but with no late fee surcharge either:
1. $150.00
2. $250.00
3. $350.00
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N. Duration of Trial Fishery
We would request a five year period for the duration of this proposed trial fishery with
the option of renewal depending on evaluated results.

O. Trial Fishery Review
This proposed trial fishery should be subject to periodic review, both in season as required and
before the termination of the trial period. Evaluation should include but not be limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Permit Sales
Actual permit landings and logged effort
Landings by port ( if any)
Modifications to trial regulations
Interactions with Squid FMP Limited Entry fleet operations
Economic impact benefit to fishermen and North Coast ports.
Research information and fishery data
Environmental impacts (if any)

P. Trial Fishery Evaluation Panel
The California Fish and Game Commission in conjunction with Fish and Wildlife Department staff
shall appoint an evaluation committee to provide “in season” and “end of trial” period reports. The
makeup of this committee is as follows:
Two department fishery biologists
Two active holders of artisanal squid permits
Two Northern California fish buyer/processors representatives
One environmental NGO representative

Q. Research Component
Establishment of a trial squid fishery north of Point Arena will potentially give the Department of
Fish and Wildlife an additional research component via fishermen’s reports, logs, and dockside samples.
“The Marine Life Management Act (MLMA) calls on the Department to collect Essential Fishery
Information (EFI) for all marine fisheries managed by the state in co-operation with fishery participants
[FGC7060 (A) (B)]”. Allowing this trial fishery for small scale community based artisanal squid fishing
north of Point Arena would allow the department to collect and assess essential fisheries information
such as age structure, spawning season, spawning areas and other relevant information on squid in this
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geographic area. Furthermore, a consequence of allowing very small scale trial squid fishing north of
Point Arena is that it will allow the squid FMP Limited Entry fleet “real time” fishing reports on northern
California resource availability

R. Research Support Fee
For the privileges of landing squid within the framework of this trial fishery proposal and to
contribute to collaborative research efforts between fishermen and the Department, the petitioners
recommend that the department should collect a “per ton” research assessment on squid landed within
this trial proposal. This fee would be used for research on market squid stocks north of Point Arena.
The following are options per pound of squid for fees that would be subtracted from ex-vessel landing
prices:
1.
2.
3.
4.

1 cent per pound ($20.00 per ton)
1.5 cents per pound ($30.00 per ton)
2 cents per pound ($40.00 per ton)
Other
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Section 3. Making a Case
California Wetfish Producers Association— Topics for Discussion
The California Wetfish Producers Association has been a driving force in the areas of Coastal
Pelagics species’ collaborative research, advocating for its member fishermen and representing CWPA
interests and concerns in government forums. The CWPA Board of Directors and executive officer Diane
Pleshner-Steele have for the past four years articulated their concerns about additional squid fishing
north of Point Arena. The following discussion topics reflect the CWPA’s commitment and critical
thinking concerning California’s Coastal Squid Fishery.

“What happens to the existing Limited Entry Squid fleet which is mobile and has successfully
harvested squid in Eureka in 2014?”
The petitioners believe that the proposed trial artisanal fishery north of Point Arena will directly
affect the existing Limited Entry fleet as follows:
1. The Limited Entry Fleet will now have access to real time fishing information on observed and
landed squid stocks, their approximate location, weather conditions, squid size count, number
of artisanal permittees fishing, reports on fixed gear in squid areas and market information
concerning low volume squid deliveries.
2. The squid FMP allows the Limited Entry Squid fleet the run of the entire California Coast and this
fleet operating under the unchanged FMP can continue to fish anywhere in California, landing
Market Squid toward fulfilment of their 118,000 ton harvest quota, be it San Diego or Crescent
City.
3. There is one restriction that is created by this proposal – Artisanal permittees would not be
allowed to work with Limited Entry fishermen to “locate, aggregate or take squid”. Addition of
this restriction should prevent any negative impacts to the “Limited Entry Light Boat” permittees
that might have been caused by potential competition from Limited Entry purse seiners possibly
employing artisanal permittees to assist in “locating, aggregating or taking squid” north of Point
Arena.
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“Squid does not exist in commercial quantities north of Point Arena, except in “El Nino”
conditions.”
This statement contains two details which require separate treatment.
1. Except for “local knowledge” (anecdotal reports), there has been only one superficial
“survey” of the squid resource north of Point Arena (Captain Matt May, 1980’s). Neither
the CWPA fleet nor California Fish and Wildlife have any reliable and current data on squid
stocks that extend clear to Southeast Alaska.
2. The term “commercial quantities” is not defined in the CWPA letter. Commercial quantities
for a multi-million dollar purse seine vessel whose owner is working to pay off bank vessel
mortgages, gear expenses, insurance premiums and the loan payment on a 1.2 million dollar
squid permit are considerably different than what a “commercial quantity” of squid looks
like to a northern fisherman with thirty foot boat fishing at an artisanal level. Commercial
quantities for this fisherman are less than five tons per twenty four hour period, something
economically unfeasible to the above mentioned purse seine fisherman.
3. In addition, the State of Alaska Board of Fisheries is evaluating Proposal 93 – the
establishment of a commercial market squid fishery in Southeast Alaska. Method of
proposed take – purse seine gear. (See Alaska Board of Fisheries Proposal 93) The
proponents of trial artisanal squid fishing believe that this Alaskan request for purse seine
fishing of squid in Southeast Alaska constitutes reasonable proof that squid are available in
“commercial” quantities north of Point Arena.

“Upset of the economic stability of the existing Limited Entry Fleet” by the addition of
artisanal level squid fishing permits for limited use north of Point Arena.
As of November 2017, the ex-vessel price for market squid taken by the central and southern
California Limited Entry fleet is in excess of $1000.00 per ton. If the Limited Entry fleet catches only one
half of their 118,000 ton capacity quota (59,000 tons), the ex-vessel value equates to over fifty nine
million dollars. Assuming a best case scenario for northern artisanal fishermen landing all 900 tons
(most likely the choice option for CF&W) in a year, with an ex-vessel artisanal value of $1500.00 per ton,
netting a harvest value of 13.5 million dollars., this equates to 22% of the Limited Entry fleet’s 59
million dollar harvest of only half of the 118,000 ton quota! Are we to believe that these theoretical
northern landings are enough to “upset the economic stability of the existing Limited Entry Wetfish
industry”? This then, brings in to serious question the economic viability of the Limited Entry Wetfish
industry’s ability to survive the continual changes in abundance and demand of squid on the global
market whether that market is China, Greater Asia or the Mediterranean. Furthermore, the petitioners
believe that they can achieve an ex-vessel price greater than that for “bulk “ deliveries by the Limited
Entry Wetfish industry, who should benefit from the higher price paid to artisanal fishermen for de
minimis deliveries of squid.
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Concern by the California Wetfish Producers Association that a “precedent will be set by
issuing new permits to individuals who had not qualified for permits nor invested
substantially to participate in the fishery.”
If the California Wetfish Producers Association had made this argument 24 hours after the
adoption of the Squid FMP in 2004, it would have had merit. Unfortunately for the Limited Entry
permittees, the State of California, its residents and anyone interested in participating in the Limited
Entry fishery, all Limited Entry permit issuances, sales and transfers are now based only on an entities’
ability to pay. There is no criteria for participation in the existing Limited Entry fishery, nothing based on
fishing expertise or, pre-investment to “substantially participate in the fishery”. Anyone with the money
can “buy in” to the fishery and be turned loose with a vessel and purse seine gear with no attempt by
the Squid FMP to recruit responsible fishermen into this fishery. In the October issue of Pacific Fishing
Magazine there are seven Limited Entry squid permits available for immediate sale – none requiring
anything but money. One ad actually states “Get in on California’s new Gold Rush!” This is certainly not
the attitude the petitioners of artisanal trial squid fishing north of Point Arena are trying to foster. We
expect and demand low level fishing by responsible, licensed, individual fishermen on board during
actual fishing operations and working out of their respective home ports. While we sympathize with
Limited Entry fishermen, trying to deal with corporate ownership of multiple squid permits, absentee
vessel and permit owners and rampant permit financial speculation, these problems are beyond the
scope of this proposal. This proposal is purposefully designed to avoid the above problems. This
proposal does not advocate for additional squid FMP Limited Entry permits.

“Approval of this petition (for artisanal fishing) will trigger a re-opening of the existing squid
FMP…. And some portion of the “quota” will be reallocated.”
This proposal for artisanal squid fishing north of Point Arena is submitted as an
amendment/addition to the existing squid FMP, bringing with it, a separate trial harvest quota for low
volume fishing exclusive of the 118,000 ton harvest guideline quota for the existing Squid FMP. The
petitioners understand the repeatedly expressed concerns of the CWPA, that the possible re-opening of
the squid FMP would expose their fishery to some sort of legal challenge. We understand and respect
this, but would also remind readers that the Wetfish Association has twice requested Squid FMP
changes; first to remove the” two ton incidental take provision” and second, “to modify the Light
Boat/Brail permit ratio”. The petitioners for artisanal fishing are not requesting any re-opening or
changes to the existing Squid Limited Entry FMP, but instead offer this proposal as a “stand alone”
amendment/addition to the existing Squid FMP.
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The California Wetfish Producers Association has stated, “Clearly, squid by itself cannot
“save” fishing communities in Northern California.”
The petitioners of this proposal cannot agree more. Viability of fishing communities is
contingent on a high enough number of active vessels working in a variety of fisheries to support all
shore side business and infrastructure. Artisanal squid fishing, north of Point Arena would be one more
contribution to the fishing complex necessary to promote viability, but certainly not the only
contributor.

The California Wetfish Producers Association makes the accurate point that “there is no cold
storage space large enough to handle squid” [in northern California].
There is no cold storage large enough to handle squid in Bodega Bay, Half Moon Bay, Morro Bay
and Santa Barbara. All are landing ports for the Limited Entry squid fleet and all squid landed in these
ports is transported via truck to appropriate processing sites dependent on demand. Artisanal level
fishing can be handled in northern ports at an intended low volume of landings.

California Wetfish Producers Association further states that “squid caught/landed in Crescent
City, Eureka and Noyo Harbors would need to be trucked to processors outside the local
area”.
The petitioners again agree with the above statement in that squid deliveries based on the
industrial scale fishing allowed by the existing Squid FMP would indeed have to be trucked, just as every
squid delivery almost anywhere state wide caught by the Limited Entry fleet requires trucking. In the
late fall of 2017, Monterey based processors were trucking market squid from San Pedro to Watsonville!
When did San Pedro and Watsonville become part of the same “local” area? Artisanal small scale squid
fishing if allowed would be conducted at a level consistent with northern port capacities.

Their report states, “Squid already support many fishing communities in Central and Southern
California that have an historic reliance on the resource”.
Again, this is an accurate statement. The petitioners do not advocate for any change in the
existing squid FMP, re-allocation of squid deliveries to central and southern ports, nor do the petitioners
advocate for northern ports to substitute a reliance on existing fisheries by switching to squid fishing. It
is important to remember that the Limited Entry fleet has landed squid north of Point Arena only a total
of 21 days out of a possible 4745 days since 2004. Central and southern ports are the traditional area of
harvest and landing of Limited Entry caught squid. The petitioners support these ports historic reliance
on the squid resource.
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“There is not adequate ice to support squid landings in Northern California.”
Nor is there adequate ice in Bodega Bay, San Francisco, Half Moon Bay, Morro Bay, Santa
Barbara, Ventura or San Pedro! While some ice making capacity exists in these ports, often as not, ice
machines are non-operational. Ice for squid is trucked to various unloading sites. Even the port of
Ventura lacks sufficient ice. A private company has 2-10 ton ice machines under construction in Ventura
for squid. It is noteworthy that the Wetfish Association letters continue to stress the accurate fact that
Northern California ports lack industrial scale ice production and freezing capacity to handle hundreds of
tons of squid produced by the Limited Entry fleet while simultaneously skipping over the fact that a
majority of central and southern ports also lack adequate facilities. It is a fact of life that ice is trucked in
to all central and southern ports and squid is trucked out. The argument that lack of ice production and
required trucking is reason enough to deny a trial squid fishery on an artisanal level when in fact the
entire Limited Entry fishery operates under the exact same constraints seems less that equitable.

“The Squid Limited Entry annual fishery permit (purse seine) is the most expensive in the
state of California ($2,756.75 in 2015/16) and fishermen must pay this annual fee whether or
not they fish”
First, all fishermen in California pay permit fees whether they fish or not and even if their
fisheries have collapsed (i.e. salmon, herring, sea urchins) or are closed (salmon north of Point Arena).
To put squid permit fees in perspective by example:
65 seine permits x $2756.75 = $179,140.00
Assuming half of the 118,000 ton quota is caught and sold at $1000/ton, its value = $59 million dollars.
The cost of permits (privilege to fish) to the fleet = three tenths of a percent (00.3%) of the value of half
of the 118,000 ton quota.
Again, if 65 vessels caught half of the 118,000 ton quota, the average vessel gross is
$907,692.00. Three tenths of a percent (00.3%) of the average vessel gross works out to be $2723.00,
pretty close to the renewal cost of the license. The first three tons of squid caught by a purse seine
permittee pays for the renewal of their privilege to fish squid at an industrial level.

“The purpose of the Restricted Access Program was to provide economic stability. Adding
more permits would destabilize the existing Limited Entry fleet.”
Adding additional Limited Entry purse seine permits could possibly destabilize the individual
economic viability per vessel unit in the Limited Entry squid fishery in the exact fashion that the
unconstrained increase in Limited Entry vessel capacity by the sponsoning of small seiners into 60-80 ton
capacity boats and the introduction of high capacity Canadian seiners into this fishery has damaged the
competitiveness of Limited Entry squid fishermen who have stayed within their licensed tonnage range
(See Monterey News Herald, April 29, 2013)
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The petitioners are not advocating the issuance of additional Limited Entry permits fishing
against the Squid FMP Harvest Quota of 118,000 tons. Instead we are offering artisanal scale fishing to
target low volume squid landings taken against a harvest quota exclusive of the Squid FMP quota.
Our proposal mimics the Federal model for Groundfish fisheries. This is primarily a fishery
dominated by industrial size trawl vessels harvesting the lion’s share of fish stocks and an artisanal hook
and line component conducted on smaller boats working for low volume, high value landings. One might
also compare this proposal to the Federal Coastal Pelagics Fishery Management Plan which again allows
the Limited Entry permittees harvest of the lion’s share of available CPS stocks while allowing an “open
access” component to harvest small amounts of CPS stocks (current allowable CPS take is less than five
tons per 24 hour period).

“Issuing “Open Access” fishery permits would jeopardize the [market] value of the existing
Limited Entry permits.”
The petitioners for artisanal fishing would never consider the potential change in monetary
value of saleable Limited Entry permits as a legitimate reason to oppose this proposal nor would we ever
suggest that this subject be presented in an open public forum for discussion. That being said, the
respondents should be aware that the issue of the sale of the “opportunity to harvest” the state’s
fishery resources (i.e. Limited Entry permits) after already having profited by the harvest of those same
resources, is not viewed in a positive light by the general public we fish for, some California Fish and
Wildlife department staff nor young entry level fishermen (see “Monterey County Weekly” July 7, 2016).
At present, the market value for saleable Limited Entry permits seems to be determined by two factors,
the state of the harvestable resource (current and future), and the perceived market conditions
(demand) combined with some degree of speculation.
Many fisheries exist in which the resource may be subject to harvest by multiple gear types and
a high degree of variation of fishing power. A case in point: Bristol Bay Salmon Drift Net permits have
fluctuated widely from a high of $250,000 down to $120,000 and now are currently available for
$185,000. During this same period, Bristol Bay Set Net permits changed at far different rates and
amounts. The “Set Net fishery” has had little or no effect on the Bristol Bay Driftnet fishery whose
permit values have been greatly affected by global markets, volume of catch, processing costs and
buyer/seller speculation. Likewise, “hook and line” rockfish and Black Cod permits prices do not closely
mirror trawl permit values.
The sale price of Limited Entry Squid permits (regardless of one’s opinion as to the ethics of such
sales) will continue to be determined by the “volume of catch” (now and future), processing capacity,
global demand for squid and other seafood, and the degree of perceived conflict or harmony within the
fishery and its participants. This is something which the fishery and industry share responsibility for.
The petitioners of this proposal do not advocate for state involvement in the support of Limited Entry
permit values, but instead offer this proposal as a trial fishery based on state owned and controlled
permits with zero saleable value.
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It is important to point out that the northern California ports identified in the Yoakum et al
proposal have historically relied on Groundfish, Dungeness crab, Salmon, and Pacific Ocean
Pink Shrimp. A sea urchin fishery has also developed in Fort Bragg.
To update the readers:
1. A large percentage of the Federal Trawl Groundfish Quota has been sold/transferred out of the
area
2. Dungeness crab has been and continues to be rendered unmarketable during peak season
(December and January) due to high levels of domoic acid in the viscera and flesh.
3. Salmon fishing in the Klamath Management Zone (KMZ) has been closed for 30 years and the
Point Arena to Shelter Cove area continues to be subject to lengthy closures to protect impacted
Klamath stocks.
4. Pink Shrimp deliveries have been restricted to Crescent City with much of the 2017 catch
diverted to Southern Oregon ports by permitted vessels.
5. Point Arena to Shelter Cove sea urchin fishery has nearly collapsed due to loss of kelp/marine
algae decimated by a warming ocean.
While the petitioners agree that squid will not save northern ports, we also agree with the CWPA
discussion comment that port sustainability is based on “a diversity of fisheries, which translates to a
diversity of gear types operation on a diversity of habitats and relying on a diversity of markets”
The proposal submitted for your inspection is based on the above premise and offers artisanal
squid fishing opportunity north of Point Arena as one more small possible component of the fishery
complex necessary for a healthy vibrant fishing port.
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Excerpts from the California Wetfish Producers Association’s
discussion document citing the following:
“Potential long-term solutions to achieve sustainable harbor community goals”
A. Identify infrastructure needs and secure funding.
Infrastructure
1. After an 18 year effort by Humboldt Fishermen’s Marketing Association (HFMA) in tandem
with the City of Eureka, HFMA was co-applicant for seven million dollars in grants from Economic
Development Administration, California Coastal Conservancy, Boating and Waterways, Eureka
Redevelopment Grant Fund, Headwaters Fund and Obama Administration Stimulus Funds to build
Eureka Fishermen’s Terminal. The Limited Entry Squid fleet and processors were direct beneficiaries (in
2014) of our efforts to build this infrastructure in 2010.
2. The City of Eureka submitted an economic development goal to the Humboldt County
Economic Priorities List to re-establish modern cold storage on the Eureka Waterfront. In March of
2015, B.A.E. Urban Economics produced the City of Eureka Economic Strategic Plan for the City’s
General Plan Update. Action item 11b. — “establishment of modern cold storage within the city limits”
was approved by the Eureka City Council. In September 2015, Lisa Wise Consulting and Greenway
Partners, funded by a grant from E.D.A., submitted the Regional Cold Storage Facility Study, evaluating
local market demand for freezing and storage and a secondary study to locate potential sites for cold
storage within the city limits. Efforts are now underway to advance this project.
3. In 2017, Eureka City staff added an additional fish hoist to Fishermen’s Terminal and installed
Alber Seafoods as a new tenant under a five year lease. Staff efforts are underway to expand dry
storage for Dungeness crab gear on city property. (See report: City of Eureka Harbor Division 2017)
4. In Mendocino County, fishermen are preparing for the Noyo Harbor Economic Revitalization
Study and Development Design criteria for local harbor job creation and infrastructure improvement.
5. Fort Bragg Groundfish Association is presently working to differentiate, brand, market and
promote Noyo’s local ground fish. FBGA is also investigating the formation of a Community Quota Bank.
6. Humboldt State University, the City of Eureka, Shelter Cove and H.F.M.A. are one year into
the development of a Fishing Community Sustainability Plan for Eureka and Shelter Cove.
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B. The CWPA document further cites “sufficient landings from a diversity of fisheries, which translates
to a diversity of gear types, operating on a diversity of habitats, and relying on a diversity of markets.”
Fishing Opportunity
1. Local fishermen in northern California ports have been expanding their markets for live Black
Cod, Rock fish and prawns.
2. Eureka fishermen received approval from the Pacific Fisheries Management Council to be
allowed to take less that one ton (de minimis amounts) of sardines in order to target local, high value
specialty human consumption markets.
3. Efforts are underway through legislative action, to allow for the take of Northern Anchovies
in Humboldt Bay for human consumption.
4. Northern “small boat” fishermen are in conversation with the Department of Fish and
Wildlife concerning access to nearshore rockfish stocks and related permit questions.
5. Local northern fishermen are working with buyers of Hagfish (slime eels) to increase overseas
markets while allowing for more small vessels to participate in this fishery.
Artisanal market squid fishing, when available, will be one more small scrap for northern fisherman and
communities who can no longer rely on closed salmon fishing or only Dungeness crab fishing to make it.
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Section 4. Support
Northern California ports have supported and promoted local market squid fishing since 2004.
Zeke Grader of Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen’s Association (PCFFA) recommended that 10% of
the original Squid Fishery Management Plan Harvest Quota be set aside for fishing, north of Point Arena.
Both elected state assembly members, Patty Berg and Wesley Chesbro wrote letters of support for
consideration of some Northern squid fishing component.
Today, thirteen years later, the following organizations, businesses, and individuals support this
proposal for small scale squid fishing North of Point Arena.

Alber Seafoods
Steve Moore, F/V Rose Mar
RB Pincombe, F/V Viking
Sunrise Seafoods, Dan Yokum
Caito Fisheries, John Caito
Noyo Fish Company, Scott Hockett
Ocean Fresh Fish Company, Bob Juntz
Salmon Trollers Marketing Association of Noyo
Noyo Harbor District
Cloudburst Fishing Company, Ken Bates and Linda Hildebrand
Humboldt Fishermen’s Marketing Association
The City of Eureka
Wild Planet Seafoods
Mr. Fish Seafood Market of Eureka, Mark McCullough
Randy and Laura Pincombe, F/V Viking
Englund Marine
Z and Z Marine Services
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Eureka Mainstreet Program
Heather Sears F/V Princess
Noyo Ice
Wild Fish Restaurant of Little River, CA
Harvest Market, Fort Bragg
Silver’s at the Wharf, Fort Bragg
Mayan Fushion Restaurant, Fort Bragg
Trillium Restaurant, Mendocino
MacCallum House Restaurant, Mendocino
Mendocino Market
Albion Fishermen
Nick Colazas, F/V Ashland D
Harrison Ibach, F/V Oceano
Brendan Semmes F/V Marlene Rose
Trinidad Fishermen
Point Arena Fishermen
Brett Fahning, F/V Mary Lu
Troy Wakefield F/V Lori
Tony Sepulveda, F/V Shellback
Bill Forkner, F/V Shirley
Kyle Stornetta, F/V Jacqueline
Bill Arana, F/V Condor
Peter Bogdahn, F/V Moli
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F/V Rose Mar
Steve Moore
Nate Moore is standing in front of his Dad’s boat, the F/V Rose Mar with fellow crewman, Brett
Roldan in Crescent City, California. Both are deck hands aboard the Rose Mar which currently fishes for
Dungeness crab and albacore. Steve Moore (boat owner) and his son have fished together for many
years and are extremely excited about the possibility of taking part in any new fishery that is both
sustainable and allows for more choices and opportunities to fish close to home. They are aware of this
proposed “area and gear specific” squid plan and welcome the chance to add this as another choice for
small scale fisheries to participate in.
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Nick Colazas
F/V Ashlyn-D
Hello,
My name is Nick Colazas. I am 33 years old and live in Eureka, California with my wife Michelle, and
son Jonathan (15 months). I am the owner/operator of the 36 foot F/V Ashlyn-D, which I purchased
three years ago. I have been working on fishing boats for nearly half of my life, starting at 17 years old.
I urge the commission to accept and adopt the Northern California market squid trial fishery. This
amendment would add an option for small boat owners and crew on the far northern coast to diversify
their fishing opportunity; in a time and area where local, small boat fisheries are slowly but surely
disappearing for one reason or another.
Regards,
Nick Colazas
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Dear Reader,
If you have gotten this far, please accept our gratitude for your time and consideration. This is
Ken Bates and Linda Hildebrand on the F/V Ironic out of Eureka. Ken has been on commercial fishing
boats since he was fifteen years old-53 years to be exact. Linda has somewhat less “sea time”, but has
lots of life experience as an organic farmer. We have been fishing together full time for the last 8 years.
And while we enjoy fishing in a smaller boat, we have ventured as far north as Southeast Alaska, and up
and down the coast of California. Ken’s fishing experience includes five species of salmon, herring,
anchovies, sardines, sharks, rock cod, lobsters, albacore, yellowfin and skipjack tunas, scientific
collecting and volunteer work for California Fish and Wildlife.
The two of us, along with lots of other fishermen have become alarmed at the tremendous
financial hurdles now in front of young California fishermen and their families. We have spent over 3
years working with Dan Yokum, Bob Juntz, Scott Hockett and John Caito to try to offer some partial
remedy to beginning fishermen. This is our third attempt. This proposal is more than just us catching a
little squid. It’s about adding diversity to what has been diminishing fishing opportunities in our
Northern California community.
Thanks,
Ken Bates and Linda Hildebrand
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Heather Sears
F/V Princess
Noyo
My name is Heather Sears and I am the owner and operator of the 42 foot fishing vessel Princess. I’m a
37 year old second generation California commercial fisherman. I’ve been fishing the West coast for the
last 19 years participating in the Dungeness crab, open access ground fish, troll king salmon, live
rockfish, slime eel, herring and Albacore fisheries. For the last 18 years trolling for salmon has been my
main fishery income. My 3 crew members and I make 100% of our income from catching and marketing
seafood both retail and wholesale. Since my business sells direct to consumers via Farmers markets and
off the boat sales we get feedback from our community every day. We would have a strong local
demand for locally caught market squid processed for human consumption. We are in desperate need
for more local access to fish.
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Brendan Semmes, owner/operator
F/V Marlene Rose
Oregon – Salmon, Dungeness crab, albacore
California – Salmon, Dungeness crab, black cod, rock cod, lingcod
Brendan and his crew fish on the Marlene Rose. They have several fisheries which keep them busy
throughout the year. He fishes for salmon and albacore and these fisheries take him as far south as
Morro Bay or as far north as Oregon. However, Brendan likes to fish closer to home so that he can bring
fresh fish in to the Woodley Island Marina in Eureka and sell to his customers right off the boat. He said
that locally caught squid would be a popular product that he could bring in and sell fresh off the boat.
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Randy Pincombe Jr.
F/V Viking
Age 30
Randy would love to be involved in this small scale squid fishery as a third generation fisherman. He
would appreciate the opportunity to be able to take part in a fishery that is closer to home and that
could benefit his community. This is another fishery that would help him to be able to provide for his
family and crew.
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Brett Fahning
Age 44
F/V Mary Lu
He is married with a wife and kid.
Brett would love to be involved in a fishery that is close to home so that he can be closer to his family
and be able to go home at night. For many years Brett has chased tuna miles away from home and his
family and is often gone for weeks or months at a time. He and his family would love to be able to
participate in this sustainable fishery.
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Troy Wakefield
Age 27
F/V Lori
Troy and his fishing family are from Crescent City. The F/V Lori is a family operated boat. They are
looking to be involved and would love the opportunity to be able to be part of this new fishery. A local
Squid fishery would enable him to be close to home with his small boat and to provide for his family
operation.
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Hannah and Taylor Hockett
Noyo Fish Company
Fort Bragg, California
Hannah and Taylor spend a lot of time helping their dad Scott Hockett with their small family owned fish
buying company. These girls are potentially the next generation of fishermen and fish buyers who
depend on a wide diversity of locally sourced fish. This small family business supplies to fish to many
local businesses, restaurants, and farmer’s markets. Scott thinks that fresh local squid would be a very
high demand product. In fact, they have successfully experimented with holding live squid at their
processing facility on the river.
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My name is Harrison Ibach and this is my family, my wonderful wife Cerise, my daughter Bria Pearl, and
my son Harrison Jr. I am a commercial fisherman from Humboldt County, CA. I am writing in support of
this proposal for a squid fishery to open in northern California. As a younger fisherman, I rely on several
different fisheries to support my family and a squid fishery would be a very beneficial prospect. This
would not only be meaningful to me, but other hardworking men and women trying to support their
families
Harrison Ibach
F/V Oceano
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Port of Noyo
Locally caught fish is an irresistible draw for customers to these small fish companies in the Port of
Noyo. Fish is available for sale from Ocean Fresh Llc., Caito Fisheries, and Noyo Fish Company. These
direct sales help keep fishermen and fish buyers connected with our public support base, which only
strengthens healthy fishing communities. Having a diversity of small scale, sustainable fish products that
our industry can offer to the public, creates vibrant ports that support fishermen and their businesses.
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June 4, 2018

President Eric Sklar
California Fish and Game Commission
1416 Ninth Street, Suite 1320
Sacramento, CA 95814
Submitted electronically to fgc@fgc.ca.gov
North Coast small-scale trial squid fishery proposal

Dear President Sklar and Commission members,
I write to request that you forward the proposal entitled ‘Proposal for a Small-Scale Trial Squid
Fishery North of Point Arena, California’ to the Department of Fish and Wildlife for review. I believe
that the Fish and Game Commission’s consideration of the proposal’s merits must also consider its
biological, socioeconomic, and fishery management benefits/impacts.
The Department’s role in providing guidance in this regard is clear and this consideration is an
important next step. The proposal, if granted, could provide modest but impactful socioeconomic
benefits to our members and enable further diversification for small-scale fishermen, allowing them
to survive in times of scarcity or uncertainty in other sectors.
Thank you for considering this request.
Sincerely,

Noah Oppenheim
Executive Director

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

George Bradshaw
Saturday, June 02, 2018 6:20 AM
FGC
Fwd: North Coast Trial Squid Fishery

Thank you for your time commissioners my name is George Bradshaw I am a small boat owner and operator
out of Crescent City California. I am writing to ask you to please consider recommending the North Coast Trial
Squid Fishery to move on through the process to the Department of Fish and Game to take consideration as a
fishery. The reason I ask is because The North Coast desperately needs entry level fisheries and open access
opportunity. The proposed North Coast Squid Fishery is just that. So please forward the proposal on to the
Department of Fish and Game for consideration. Thank you
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Ashcraft, Susan@FGC
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laurie S Richmond <Laurie.Richmond@humboldt.edu>
Friday, May 11, 2018 11:22 AM
FGC
North Coast Trial Squid Fishery

Dear Commissioners,
I am writing to urge you to strongly consider granting the North Coast Trial Squid Fishery Petition and to
forward it to the Department of Fish and Wildlife for evaluation. I am an associate professor at Humboldt State
University in the department of Environmental Science and Management. I do research related to
socioeconomics of fishing communities. We are currently involved in a strategic planning process with the
North Coast ports of Eureka and Shelter Cove. One of the vulnerabilities that we have noticed in North Coast
posts is the overreliance on a few fisheries -- specifically dungeness crab. In some years dungeness crab
accounts for over 60% of landings from the ports. This is a real vulnerability because the crab fishery
experiences booms and busts and recently has run into challenges related to demoic acid. Community-based
fishermen from the North Coast could be a lot more resilient if they were able to diversify the number of
fisheries in which they participate. A trial permit for a North Coast squid fishery might be a way to examine if
squid fishing in the North Coast is environmentally sustainable and economically feasible as an added fishery
for some fishermen in the region. I do not have all the information available about the implications of granting
such a permit but I do ask that you give the request strong consideration. I also urge you to strongly consider the
long-term sustainability and viability of California fishing communities and community-based and/or artisanal
fishermen when making your decision.
Sincerely,
Laurie Richmond
-Laurie Richmond
Associate Professor, Department of Environmental Science & Management
Humboldt State University
Arcata, CA 95521
Office: Natural Resource Building 218
Email: laurie.richmond@humboldt.edu
Phone: 707-826-3202
Websites:
www.laurierichmond.net
www.humboldtfisplan.com
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